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1. Introduction

The relationship between the emission and ab-

sorption in different lines caused by different solar

features is interesting for two reasons: it may al-

low inferences to be drawn concerning the physical
conditions associated with the solar phenomena;

and it allows gaps in the historical record, say for

the Lyman alpha flux, to be estimated from the
record of the K-line flux.

The second reason is particularly important for

those wavelengths which can only be observed

from space and for which the historical record is

thus quite short.

Previously Johannesson et al (1995, 1998) dealt

with the problem of the relationship between the

K-line and Lyman alpha using the BBSO K-line
index and the SUSIM Lya index. Since that time

TRACE has been launched providing resolved Ly-

man alpha images suitable for a direct comparison

against the BBSO resolved K-line images.

In this report we analyze the resolved images
from BBSO and TRACE and conclude that there

is a linear relationship between the K-line and Ly-
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man alpha fluxes. We then consider the question

of the the SUSIM disk integrated Lyman alpha

flux and SUSIM MgII index (used as a proxy for

the BBSO K-Line index) and suggest that the ma-

jor nonlinearity between these two datasets can be

accounted to by differences in the limb darkening

profiles of the two lines.

2. Data sources

There are four sets of data used in this s-

tudy: a spatially resolved Lyman alpha image
from TRACE; a spatially resolved Calcium K-line

image from BBSO; the disk integrated Lyman al-
pha flux index from SUSIM; and the (disk inte-

grated) MgII line core to wing ratio also from
SUSIM.

The TRACE 1216 nm image chosen is shown

in Figure 1. It was taken at 21:06:06 (UT) on the
7th of August 1998. The active region at this time
was 474 arc seconds from the center of the disk.

The K-line image (see Figure 2) was taken at

BBSO at 20:44:30(UT). BBSO's Halle CaII K-line

Lyot filter was used with the bandpass set to 0.6 A.



A Wintrisscamerawasusedto recordtheimage•
Wehavenot calibratedthiscamerafor absolute
intensities:forourpurposesit isenoughthat the
responsewaslinear.Wealsonotethat this isan
eightbit camera.Theimagehasbeenrotatedso
asto correspondto theTRACEimage.

The disk integratedLymanalphaflux from
SUSIMisthesameLymanalphaindexJohannes-
sonet alusedin theirpreviousstudies.

TheSUSIMMgII (vlgr3) indexhaschanged
slightlysincethe analysisby Johannessonet al
(1998),butthechangesshouldnotaffectthelinear
relationshipfoundby Johannesson(wealsoused
theSUSIMMgII indexusedv19indexto confirm
ourconclusionsarearesultof thechange).

3. The data

3.1. Resolvedimages

Figures1 and2 arespatiallyresolvedLyman
alphaandK-lineimagesof the sameactivere-
gionat approximatelythesametime. Weform
theorderedpairs(Ilyo,/K-line)" Eachof these
pairsrepresentapointwheretheintensityof the
emittedlightwasIly_ in the Lyman alpha band-

pass and /K-line in the K-line bandpass. Fig-
ure 3 presents this information in three forms:

firstly, we have made a scatter plot of the points

(Ily_,/K-line) (light blue points). In the regions
where most of the points lie, the density is suf-

ficiently high that multiple pixels have the same

values of Ily_ and IK-line (remember the cam-
eras only produce discrete values). In fact most

of the pairs fall within a narrow range, and we
have, therefore, overlaid contours of the log of the

(smoothed) number of pairs (Ilyo,/K-line) (dark

blue contours). Lastly, we have found the mean

value of the Lyman alpha flux as a function of the
K-line flux. This last quantity is over-plotted in

red on Figure 3.

We reserve a full discussion as to what this

graph indicates until section 4, however at this

point we will point out that this data appears to
be consistent with a simple linear relationship be-

tween the K-line and Lyman alpha fluxes.

3.2. Integrated fluxes

The direct comparison between the resolved U-

V and resolved K-line images needs to be consid-

ered in light of Johannesson et al's finding that

their 'square root' K-line index best reproduced

the Lyman alpha index.

Rather than perform a direct comparison be-

tween the Lyman alpha emission and the Calcium

K-line emission we have chosen to compare the

disk integrated Lyman alpha with the ratio of the

disk integrated MgII core to MgII wing. The latter

is a SUSIM product, which was shown by Johan-

nesson et al (1998) to have a linear relationship
with the BBSO Calcium K-line index. Doing this

not only ensures the maximum overlap of data, it
also removes noise associated with the fact that

BBSO is located underneath an atmosphere.

For each day (or at least for each day when
SUSIM made observations) we have a pair of num-

bers (Lya, K-line). In Figure 4 we have plotted a

scatter-plot of these points (black dots), the mean

value of the Lyman alpha index as a function of

the MgII index (blue line) and a straight line ap-

proximation of the blue curve. What we see is

that the straight line reproduces the blue curve

quite well. The scatter plot points are also rea-

sonably well approximated: the rms fluctuations

being 0.31 (×10-3W/m2/nm).

In Figure 5 we plotted the Lyman alpha flux

(red points), and the flux value inferred from the

MgII index assuming the straight line fit shown
in the previous plot, as a function of time. This

is qualitatively similar to the plots shown in Jo-

hannesson et al (1998), except that we have not

applied a seven day smoothing filter, we have not

used a square root relationship and we have used

the SUSIM MgII index instead of BBSO's K-line
index.

4. Results

The fit shown in Figure 5 is quite good. As s-

tated the RMS noise is only 0.31 x 10-3W/m2/nm

compared with the solar cycle fluctuations of 7

xl0-3W/m2/nm (or 4.4%) or the 27 day cycles

of about 1 xl0-3W/m2/nm (or about 30% rms).
Johannesson et al found that either the large solar

cycle trend or the 27 day variations could be fit-

ted by a linear relationship, but not both. There
is some evidence of this in Figure 5: the noise is



biasedwith theblue(fitted)curvehavinghigher
valuesat thepeaksduringthe27daycyclesthan
theblueLyadata.Theeffectlookssignificantand
mightbereducedbyusinga squarerootrelation-
ship(wecannottestthatwiththisdatasetasthe
MgIIindexis integratedbeforewehaveaccessto
it). Whatwecansayis thattheeffectcouldalso
beproducedbydifferinglimbdarkeningfunctions.

Thelatterpossibilityisalsoconsistentwithour
findinga linearratherthansquarerootrelation-
shipin resolvedimages.

5. Conclusion

Wefindalinearfit oftheSUSIMMgIIindexto
theSUSIMLyc_indexisreasonablygood.Given
Johannessonet al's (1998)findingthat the BB-
SOK-lineindexhasa linearrelationshipto the
MgII index,weareleadto concludethata linear
relationshipbetweenthe K-LineandLya fluxes
cannotberuledout.

Wesuggestthatthetypesofsystematicdiscrep-
ancieswhichareobservedcouldbedueto differing
limbdarkeningprofiles•

Thespatiallyresolvedimagesarealsoconsis-
tentwitha linearrelationshipanddonotsuggest
asquarerootrelationship.
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